
Dear team leaders, 

Hoping this reaches you at a time when general uncertainty and the on-again, off-again 
back-to-school schedules are easing a bit.  

And also hoping that this round-up of actions taken and actions being planned boosts 
your spirits - knowing that collective movement continues to grow, even if you need to 
take a step back for a while to deal with what is in front of you every day.  

This is a longer email than usual - but please do read all the way through, even if you 
have to do it in pieces, because there is a lot of good stuff happening! 

There is one very important ask of you at the bottom of the message, along with a 
special treat. Feel free to go there now - as long as you come back to read the rest (: 

 

National actions 

 

• Fossil Fuel Non-Proliferation Treaty 

The push for municipalities to endorse a FFNPT has been spreading. New Westminster, 
North Vancouver and West Vancouver have all joined Toronto and Vancouver in 
endorsing the treaty with encouragement/pressure from FOK teams and 
Babies4Climate Action. Parents and kids in Burnaby are gathering outside city hall to 
encourage their council to do the same on Monday.  

Meanwhile, the Ottawa-Gatineau and Montreal teams are working on plans for their 
cities.  

If someone on your team wants to pursue this for your municipality, please connect 
them with me. There is a #fossil fuel non proliferation treaty channel in Slack for 
sharing info and resources. And here's a link to general info.  

• Response to public consultation on Canada's 2030 climate target 

Thank you to all who submitted online and shared the link to FOK's page on this - it's 
pretty clear that the federal government did not expect the volume of submissions it 
received. After many concerns about the short timeline and unclear deadline dates, the 
consultation was extended by a week. Lots of pick-up on FOK's page, and it was great 
to see the collaboration among climate organizations as we all scrambled to meet the 
tight deadline. 

We'll be following up when any reports are released by the gov't. March 29 is the 
deadline for the gov't to release its emissions-reduction plan to meet the 2030 target, 
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including an interim objective for 2026. As a reminder, you can find the timeline for 
plans and reporting here.   

• Just Transition Act 

Teams in Nanaimo-Ladysmith, Sunshine Coast and Montréal are lobbying their MPs to 
pass Just Transition legislation within the first 100 days of Parliament, which resumes 
Jan. 31. Reaction from MPs Rachel Bendayen and Lisa Marie Barron has been very 
positive. 

 

Regional actions 

 

• Supporting Old Growth Forest and Land Defenders facing increasing 
violence and human rights violations  

Along with on-the-ground and social media action, teams across BC have published an 
open letter to the federal and BC governments demanding a stop to human rights 
violations, wrongful imprisonment, forceful removal and other aggressive actions taken 
against Wet'suwet'en Land Defenders on behalf of fossil fuel companies. The letter and 
call to action is a collaboration of teams in the FOK network across BC including 
Vancouver, Sunshine Coast, North Vancouver, Nelson, Victoria, Cowichan, Nanaimo-
Ladysmith, Babies4Climate Action in Vancouver and New Westminster, and Surrey for 
Future.  

Parents4Climate Victoria have also met with Murray Rankin, Minister of Indigenous 
Relations and Reconciliation - find out more in their Jan newsletter here. 

• Ontario's Provincial Election 

A collaborative action page is launching for teams in Ontario who want to work on 
developing a set of questions for candidates for the election in June. So many issues 
across Ontario that need to be part of the debates and discussion: highway 
development through environmentally-sensitive areas, sprawling industrial and housing 
developments and the move to a gas-powered electricity supply, to name just a few. 
FOK will provide the coordination behind distributing the questions and posting them. 
Please visit the page and connect me with anyone on your team who is interested in 
being involved.  

• E-school bus campaign for BC 

Initial information session on Feb. 3! Look for the link very soon. This is the official roll-
out of the campaign that has been building for months. Please share the link with your 
networks. 
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The reason this campaign is focused on schools in BC is that Trottier Foundation 
funded a number of organizations in different provinces: FOK was partnered with 
Pembina Institute in BC. However, if you're outside BC and want to take part, don't 
despair. Sign up here or contact Ruth (ruth@forourkids.ca) for info.  

 

Local actions 

 

• FOK Ottawa-Gatineau is spearheading a very promising proposal to change the 
city's bylaws to allow boulevard naturalization - meaning those green patches 
between the sidewalk and the street in urban neighbourhoods could soon be 
spaces for natural carbon sequestration and water capture. It's an initial and very 
important step in redefining urban landscapes.  

• FOK Vancouver is looking at how to engage parents in climate action through 
understanding food systems and their impact on the climate. 

If you or someone on your team would like to learn more about either of these initiatives 
and how you could be involved in your own area, let me know.  

There are many other local and school-level actions happening across the country and 
we're still working on an effective way to share those - it's close but not quite complete 
yet. I'll be reaching out soon with more about that.  

• Municipal elections are happening in Ontario, Saskatchewan and BC this fall. 
These campaigns are excellent opportunities to be involved: getting to know 
candidates, asking about local climate emergency action plans, ensuring climate 
change is part of the debates, even running for office yourself or encouraging 
others to run. How can FOK support your team in this? Let me know.  

 

How about some global action? 

 

We saw in November how parents' voices united from around the world had an impact 
on leaders at COP26.  

Here's another chance to add our voices to the global arena on climate change, 
particularly its impact on kids. The UN Committee on the Rights of the Child is holding 
global public consultations on upholding the rights of the child in the face of climate 
change. There's an online submission form for the public, with a deadline of Feb. 15, 
and there will also be an online submission form for children and youth launched by the 
end of January.  
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All the info here. We'll be drafting some suggested template responses as soon as we 
can. If you'd like to be part of developing responses, let me know.  

 

Communication survey 

 

We've come to the ask! 

We've heard your concerns about making communication easier and more robust, 
especially within the network, and we're looking at how to do that. To get more granular, 
Lorna's put together this short survey and we'd really appreciate your responses. It will 
not take long to fill out, I promise, and it would be extremely helpful.  

 

And yes, this is the treat for getting all the way through this very long message. A friend 
captured this beauty last week and I've been a bit mesmerized by it because of how still 
the cardinal is, even with the tiny snowflake landing on her cheek. Most photos of 
cardinals focus on the brilliant colouring of the males, but the subtlety of shading and 
tones on this female is perfect. Reminding me to notice the very small and very 
beautiful.  

Take care out there, and please stay in touch. 

Lella 

P.S. if you want to see more lovely photos you can follow Sarah on Twitter 
@tartlovesart 
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